. Average source mechanism tensors results for the 50 km depth bins that contain ≥ 3 CMTs in the 11 slab regions omitted from Figure 5 . The color scale and coordinate system follow that of data results in 5. These slab regions are nearly all shallow type slabs showing a dominance of down-dip extension. They were omitted from the manuscript in order to reduce the quantity of information presented in Figure 5 . In addition, these slab regions are fairly small or do not contain a lot of data and we do not comment on them specifically in the text. Figure S3 . Summed tensor M Σ results for 50 km depth bins that contain at least one CMT in the deep-type slab regions. The color scale and coordinate system follow that of data results in 5. Note that most results are consistent with the summed source mechanism tensor M Σ results, except where M Σ is low, indicating heterogeneous orientations (e.g., 150 < z ≤ 250 km for Indonesia-C2, 350 < z ≤ 450 km for Indonesia-E, 300 < z ≤ 450 km for Tonga-N, 100 < z ≤ 200 km for New Britain-C and Japan-N).
